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Today we are going to….

1. Firstly, tell our story.

2. Secondly, share our learnings.

3. Then,  you will have an opportunity to reflect on your own 

experiences and how to use the model to move past 

cultural differences and towards solutions.



Inside Aiga
Own values
Own culture

Outside Aiga
Mainstream programmes
Dominant cultures
Wider Communities

Common Goal



Engagement Space created by failure
Frank honest discussions were held
Common goal was reaffirmed
Agreement to Collaborate

Inside Aiga
Acknowledgment and need for 
safety skills for adults.
Willingness to learn new skills.

The Story - Faamalosi Mo Aiga 2 (for Adults) with Samoan Community
We were asked to deliver the FMA to adults.  This required a more sensitive approach due to the intense nature 
of adults in unsafe situations.  Consultation and development was limited to a team of ‘experts’.  
The first workshop was a  disaster.  The material  and delivery was challenged by a prominent community leader 
who considered himself and expert in this area.  No-one was happy. 

Common Goal
Teaching/learning safety skills for adults

Outside Aiga
Existing  Programme
Proven programme in mainstream



Inside Aiga
In my culture, respect 
equals not interrupting.
If you have to interrupt, 
keep it to an absolute 
minimum. (i.e. don’t even 
apologise)

Engagement Space   
Then: colleague felt too hurt to continue
Next time: re-affirm common goal and ask 
colleague to teach me how she would have 
handled the dilemma.

Outside Aiga
Respect is shown by apologising  
and bowing to not interrupt eye 
contact as you move in 
front/between people.

Common Goal
Co-teach

The Story - When you HAVE to walk between people who are talking with each other
I co-presented with a Māori colleague. While she presented, I had to cross the room and could not go behind without 
asking her to move.  I grew up in Switzerland. There, you walk straight, upright, fast and purposeful.
This way you give the message that you don’t want to interrupt and that you’re making yourself invisible.
My colleague  got really upset and said I had insulted her and diminished her mana. I had no idea what had happened. It 
took me another 4 years to finally realise what I had done to upset her that much. 



Own values
Own culture

Mainstream programmes
Dominant cultures
Wider Communities



• Did you enjoy the workshop?             
• Did it make sense?
• Did you learn something?

• Useful for your work?
• Useful for yourself?

Evaluation

I picked the 
wrong 
workshop

Could have 
been better It was ok It was 

useful

It was a 
good use of 

my time
I feel so 
inspired

Please put your dots
and comments onto the feedback sheets


